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continuous in both variables, has a solution for only
those functions y(s) which have a Fourier expansion 1nici
such that l(n i /Xi) 2 < 00 .	 Approximate solutions obtained by
finite difference discretization are highly oscillatory
even when the older of the corresponding matrix is only
moderately large. We prove that the method of steepest
descent does provide smooth approximations. A number of
numerical examples are given (sec. 4-5)0
In the applications, it occurrs sometimes that the
righthand side is known at a small number of ppints only.
For'this case we propose a choice for the solution and
establish a relationship between this solution and that of








This report concerns the numerical solution of
Fredholm equations of the first kind.
(1.1) Ax(s) _	 K(x,t) x (t) dt = y(s)
0
where K(s,t)
	 K(t,$) i s
 a real and continuous function
in 0 s s, t	 1.
It is well known ( see e.g. [ 11 p. 135) that (1.1)
possesses a solution in L 2(o.1) only for those functions
Y on 'the righthand side for which the series ^^,ICY, yi) / X,1 2
converges; here { Xi ,yi } is the eigensystem of. AcP s Xcp.
On the other hand, in many applications the function y
on the righthand side is usually only known at finitely
many points. Accordingly, in Sec. 2 we introduce a moment
type discretization of (1.1) which possesses an infinity
of solutions. After selecting a "minimal solution" of
this system, we establish a relationship between this function
and the solution of (1.1) - if the latter exists.
A further problem connected with the equation (1.1) is the




2Indeed, addition of a highly oscillatory bounded function - e.g.
sin nt -to x t) will not a
	 '( )	 (	 ppreciable affect the righthand side for
1
n large enough since j K s, t) sin (nt) dt -+ o as n -+ «^ .g	 g	 ^	 (	 The numF,r i-
0
cal manifestation of this instability have been described repeatedly
([21j [31 t [4'1) . As a consequence, when a finite-difference dis-,
cretization of the type
(l. 2) hX
i w
iK(s i ,t i ) x (ti ) dt = y(s,)
is applied to (1.1), the approximate solutions of (1.2) become
oscillatory when the mesh size of the subdivision tend to zero.
This is due to the near singularity of the systom (1.2) which in
turn follows from the continuity of K(s, t) .
In order to eliminate these oscillations, various smoothing
I
procedures have been proposed ([ 21 , [ 31 , [ 41) . Smoothing is essenti-
ally equivalent with the elimination of those components of the
solution W^rich belong to the smaller eigenvalues and correspond-
ing eigenhanctions.	 Accordingly, it is desirable to estimate
the closeness of approximation as a function of the eignevalues.
In sec. 4 we show that the method of steepest descent does gene-
rate a smooth sequence of approximati.^ns which admits an estimate
of this kind.
Finally we demonstrate on a number of examples the numerical
procedures involved.
2. The Minimal Solution
OAOWW W
3
[53 in dealing with a discretized version of
in many applications the r,ighthand side y (s) of (1.1)
is only known at finitely many points s ie[o,1] rather than
as a function defined at each point of the interval, Accord-
ingly, instead of equation (1.1) we consider the problem of
solving the set of linear relations
J 1 K(si , t) x (t) dt = Y(si)0
or
(2.1)	 (Ki , x) = y 	 i = 1, ... , n
	 Yi = y ( si ) o
for short.
For the sake of simplicity let us assume that s i+l - 'i
const, i = 0,..., N-1. We can also assume that the N functions
Ki = K(s i ,t;,) are linearly independent i.e., that they span
an N-dimensional linear subspace K of L 2 (o,l). In this sub=
n
space (2.1) has a unique solution.
(2.2) x* (t)= a 1Kl (t) +...+ v ' Kn (t)




(2.3)	 X . ( Kif K ,) a 	 = y ,	 j - 1, .. P , N.
	
J	 J
The matrix of this system is the Gramian ((Ki , Kj )) which is
nonsingular due to the independence of the Ki.
Any function x*+x with x E K I is a solution of (2.1),2	 2	 n
and convers-ly, any solution x( t) of (2.1) can be uniquely
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4represented in the form x = x
1 
+X2 where xl Kn and x2 Kn .
Evidently, xl
 = x* and since (x*, x 2 )	 0 it follows that
(2.4)
	 11 x* 11 <	 jjxjj
for any solution x of (2.1).
In summary, we assumed that the physical system satisfies
the set of linear relations (2.1); and we found that then any
solution of (2.1) can be represented in the form x x*+x2
where x* is uniquely determined by (2.1) and x 2
 E Kn	 Since
x2
 is quite arbitrary, there is no reason to accept any particu-
lar one of these solutions without further information. More-
over, it should be clear from the outset that this additional
information should concern x 2
 only.
Let us consider two possibilities for the additional
information.
Suppose that physical considerations indicate that the par-
,
ticular solution to be determined is contained in the neighbor-
hood of a given function w, and that w n wl+w2 with w  E K  and
W2 a Kn. The, either wl = x* or else w is incompatible with
In either case, the solution x*+w2 should evidently be
the one to be adopted.
If additio
has the form of
x* 2 < r 2 . If
element x e Kn
nal information concerning the solution x(t)
a' bound . li x,h 2 < r2 , then r has to satisfy
11 x* 11 2 < r 2 then, any properly normalized






For reasons to be explained presently, we choose from
the totality of the solutions of (2.1) the "minimal solution"
x* as our reference function.
Consider the case when (1.1) does possess a solution and
(2.1) is a discretization of the integral equation on a finite
set 0 = so < s 1 <...< 0  = if It is not necessarily true that
the sequence of minimal solutions of (2.1) converges to the
solution of (1.1) as n - ► 	 However, as the following discussion
shows, under certain conditions a modified procedure does gene-
rate a convergent sequence.
Assume that (1.1) has a continuously differentiable solu-
tion z(t) which takes on the boundary values z(o)
	
a and
z (l)	 b. Then, we obtain from (1.1) by partial integration
1





J(s,t)m J K(s,t) dt
0
T) (S) _ - y ( s) + bJ(s, l) - aJ(s,0) and
(t) = d (z (t)) .
dt
For the sake of simplicity suppose that a=o and consider the
problem of minimizing the quadratic form (C,S) under the con -
awonew *_
6
This problem has a solution for a*,rw,ry partition
0 U s1 < s 2 ...e an
 w 1 provided that det(b ij )*o where
b. , b.
i 	
i( a la) for i,j = 1,...,N and b	 gi b.
.;^	 a	 n+l, j
	 J, nA
j , (t) dt
	 jw-1, ... ,N and b	 = 1
o 3	 nil, nil
This latter condition is satisfied if the functions
i
I (t) # 6800 1n (t), 1, are linearly independent which may always
be assumed. it is now easy to prove the following theorem;
Theorem if (1.1) has a continuously differentiable solution
z (t) which a ► n.046es the boundary values z (o) = o, z (1)	 b,
and C
, 
(t) is 'Ihe minimal solution of (2.5) , then the sequence
t
(2.6) Xn (t) = J C n (t) dt
0
converges to z(t) in the b2 norm if
II,(K , Z ) - (K,Xn ) II -, o as n .4o*.
Proof Since z (t) satisfies the conditions (2.5) for all N,
and C n ( t) is the minimal solution under the same conditions,
we have
0 ( xn (t)) II = Iicn (t) II<_0 (Z(t)) II
dt	 dt
Thus, the sequence (xn (t)) is uniformly bounded ( xn (0)	 0)
and equicontinuous. Moreover, it satisfies the set of linear
reations
(Ki ,xn ) = y 	 i-100000n.
consider now the linear transformation A of kl.l) restricted
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I1j K ( $ , t) 
x  
(t) dt-y (s) I	 o as N	 it follows that0
11 xn - Z 11-j oas n -oc.
Remark:mar  (1.1) has a continuously differentiable solution for
example, if 
B 
(K (s, t) exists and is continuous in 0 < s, t < 1,
and if the righthand side has a finite Fourier expansion in
terms of the eigenfunctions of K (s, t) .
Uniqueness of the solution is not required. (xn ) converges1
to that solution of (1.1) for which Jo  [* (t) ] 2dt is minimum.
3. The HypercircleXqua_lity
Since the inverse of our integral operator is not con-
tinuous, there seems to be no way to obtain a priori estimates
for the approximation. Nevertheless, we can obt riitn a posteriori
estimates if a bound for the solution z(t) of (1.1) is known.
Let L=L (s;) be a linear functional in L 2 (o, 1) ' represented
by the function h(t),  i.e. , L(x) _ (h, x) for all x s L 2 . Further-
more, let x=x(t) be any solution of the system (2.1) and
k 1 (t),.v., kn (t) an orthonormal basis for the subspace K 
spanned by Kl(t),...,Kn(t). Then, the hypercircle inequality
[ 5] states, that n
( 3.1)	 I L( x )	 L(x* ) 1 2 < (11x11 2 -I1x*11 2 (II h 11 2 - 	 1 L(ki) 1 2)n	 n 
i=1
provided x* n is the minimal solution of (2.1) . Since z (t)
is also a solution of (2.1), the inequality (3.1) applies
with x = z .
y,
t ^j y^' ^ j ^7f T ES°l ^S ^j ^;3 4t^ F ^	 ^^A.^ f^
•f sx...^..	 i _	 ....:.. t+s..'ie.r :sm` s`l .l.'	 , ..tf` --x3aw lk.
8Among the various possible choices of the functional h
the most obvious one is the following delta type function
m	 t- 1/2m <+< t+ 1/2m
h=^ for
0	 1 t - tl > 1/2m.
In this ncase 11hi, 2 = 1 and by Bessel' s inequality
0 < (llhll 2 -	 1 (h,ki ) 2)< 1, ubstituting this into (3.1) we obtain
i= l
(3.2)	 ( (h, z)	 (h, x*n) 12 < 11 z ,1 2 ' 11 X*n il 2
Vor m large we may interpret (h, x) as the value of x (t)
M
at t = T, and (3.2) becomes a uniform estimate for the approxi--
mation of z (t) in terms of the minimal solution "x* n (t) .
Applying the Schwartz inequality to any one of the re-
lations (2.1) - which are of course satisfied by x  - we find that
xn^^2 < - yi2
or y
( 3.3 )	 (h, z )	 - (h, xn) ( 2 < S 2	 µ2
with µ 2= max y? / ^^ K ^^ 2 and S 2 an upper bound for l) zll 2.i
The inequality (3.3) is only of theoretical value since`
we are usually unable to compute the exact solution of	 (2.3).
Let a* an) and a= (a 1 , . * #a ) 	 denote then exact and
and approximate solution of	 (•2.3), respectively, and set
x* = ra* K, (t) and x = Ea K, (t)n	 i i	 n From (3.3) we obtain than
n
-..y
92	 2I NZ) _ (h, xn ) (	 ,^ I (h, z) ^ (h, ^) I ^) ( Lo xn) _ (h# xn) 12
n	 2<	 -µ 2 + I (h,E (at -a i ) Ki ) I
(3.4)	 <	 rµ2 + max	 I xi (t) I Z II K^1 11 II II 2
0<t<1
i=l,...,n
where IIK-l jI is the (A2) norm of the inverse of the Gramian
( (Ki , K^)) and HellII the corresponding norm of the vsctor a* -ot .
For large n the Gramian tends to be rather aillconditioned
and the estimate (3.4) accordingly becomes meaningless, For
small n the term S 2 -µ2 will be more significant. By definition
we have µ 2 = max y , / II K, ^^ 2 , and this indicates that the dis-I
cretization points should ' be chosen in such a manner that µ
is as large as possible.
4. The Method of Steepest Descent
According to the last remark,-the "minimal solution" of
the system (2.3) admits a meaningful estimate only when the
number N of discretization points is small, on the other hand,
when the righthand side of (1.1) is known at a large number of
points we will not discard part of the available information in
order to keep the order of the corresponding algebraic system
small. Another difficulty connected with the solution of
(large order) nearly singular algebraic systems was mentioned
in the introduction namely, the oscillation of the approximate
solutions obtained by direct methods.
1	 l
	






Iin this section we return to the finite difference dis-
cretization (1.2) of the integral equation. However, instead
of devising a smoothing procedure imposed on the system (1.2)
by additional constraints, we show that the method of steepest
r
descent [61 automatically screens out components corresponding
to smaller eigenvalues, thereby generating smooth approximate
solutions.
We consider first a simplified version of the steepest
descent method. Let x  and y be vectors in R n , A a positive
definite N xN matrix ^4nd (xn) the sequence generated by the
algorithm
(4.1) 
xn+l*xn µ r 
10
rn =Axn -y .
It is easy to see that x n converges to the solution x*
of the equation Ax ='y if0<µ <2/^- and Ai is the largest eigen-
value of A. Indeed, let A l > ^ 2>	 > X n > o be the eigenbalues
and cps,...,y nthe corresponding eigenfunctions of A with the
property that (cp i ,cp^) = bid . Then, r
o 
=Ax o y E ) oil






 E  (1-Xiµ)	 Qoipi
Since 0< µ< 2/X 1 we have j l-X i µ1< 1




on the other hand, it is clear that the rate of c-onvergence
is different in the different directions y  • Let µ=2 9/A l , 0<9 <1-
If © < 1/2 the convergence is fastest in the direction of- yl,
since in this case
o < 1 -- µA 1 < 1 - µA i i = 1, ... , N.
We can improve the convergence in the direction of yi - by choos-
ing 8 = %1 /2% i - if A i > Al /20
If k is the first index such that X < Al /2 then
1 - µ A i > 1 - Ai/Ak	i	 k+1,...,N.
This :last inequa,la.ty shows that for any choice of 0<0<1 -t°hEa
convergence factor (1-µA i) will be very close to I f,--o- the small
eigenvalues.
From (4.1) we obtain
xn+l -x* = (I-µA) (xn -x*)	 (I-µp,) n+l (xo-x*) , •hoosing x  - 0
and setting x 	 ECniT x* ECT we obtain
(4.2)	 Sni " [ 1- ( 1 -µ A i) n^ i
which is an estimate for the coefficient of 9 i in the n-th iterate.
If the matrix A stems from the discretization of a continuous
kernel K(s,t), most of the eigenvalues will cluster around zero,
so that the contribution of the oscillating eigenfunctions to
the n-th iterate will remain small, for n moderately large.





We consider now the standard steepest descent method, i.e.,
the method where the successive iterates are generated by the
algorithm
(4.3)




an =	 (rn rn ) / (Arn , rn)
The rate of convergence can be estimated by the inequality
([ 6]	 p.	 608)
-IIx
	
- x*^) :i^.. Ax 	 1 x	 nn
where X1 is again the largest and X .N the smallest eigenvalue,
of A.	 Since in our case X N is very.. small,
	
this • a priori
estimate is rather pessimistic.
	 As before, we can show that
convergence is faster in the direction corresponding to larger
eigenvalues.
Retaining the previous notation we obtain from (4.3)
(4.4)	 E n+l, i^ s n+l, i-^1
	
(Sol-^1) (1-a0^ i ) 	(1-«ni) (i=1, .. . ON)
and	 2 2
,Z.x,c








As long as 0- 
n
1 >
	 l /2 convergence
'-	 —
takes place in every direction y i like in the case of the simplifiers
steepest descent method. Also, since the rate of convergence is
slow in the directions corresponding to small eigenvalues, the
^-	
^^ ^	 f	
,! ,y	 :I:^r^ 4+*4a'^x 1C^,	 "".'`y,'.,^!` fSOt°,'^?•R^d .:j ^ 	...a^.y, _
	
_. a ... •_,`.^ 	 ,	 •	 ^ ^	 .^. ,,	 +i ..	 ^ ^:^r_r^..ic^.t;are, • -	 :1i^,i^,.a.rls&:^....:^
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iteration produces smooth approximations for n moderately large.
Let us consider now the case of and < l/2. There exists
integers k=k (n) and L = L(n) with the property that
(4.6) Xk> 2anl
 ? ^k+l?.. ,> % B an d' > %L+1>...> n
From (4.5) and (4.6) it follows that
2 2	




^i ^in(^i n ) = ^, Ai yin Can
.=1	 L+l
Setting max in = 0 we ,find that
L+l«<N
eni a^i n l < E n Xi (X i -anl < N ^2% I,^lanl
N n2 (a l ) 3
or	 -1 2
at
Eni < N P2 - n 	 for all i=l,...,k.—	 (% )i
This inequality shows that an_ can be small only when the
error in the direction of large eigenvalues is sufficiently
small. Thus, in this case too, the first iterations are in
the direction of the larger eigenvalues.
(It may be of interest to note that and is the center of
mass of the error squares 
cni weighted by Xi and situated at
the points A i respectively. From this fact the following
qualitative picture of the iteration process emerges: At the
n-th step of iteration the Largest decrease in Eni takes place
at points closest to a nd	 If a 
n 
>Xp/2 (where XP is the
I
Y




largest eigenvalue for which s ni > o), then the overall decrease
in c 2
 is larger on the right of a
-1 and the center of mass ofni	 n
the quantities cn+l,iX moves to the left: a-n+l < a n l . Similarly,
if anl< X /2 then a-1 > a -1	 Therefore, we can expect thatp	 n+l
	 n
the sequence {anl } will osillate around X /2. Also, since
P
iteration with and < X p/2 causes divergence in the direction
of eigenvalues X>2a -1




will also show an oscillatory pattern.)
Making again the choice x 
	 0, we obtain from (4.4)
an a posteriori estimate for C
ni
I CniI<	 1 - ( -doXi ) ... (1 - an-lXi)
in terms of a bound b 2 > 11 x* 2 and the eigenvalue X i . In
particular, if Xi <c, max a  = a and c a < I we find that	 R
k
ni^	 b In a c
5. Numerical Solutions
,
The convergence.-of the simplified method of steepest des-
I
cent ( 4.1) is very slow. Although, it is relatively easy to
approximate the first eigenvalue A, and execute a large number`
of iterations 
xn+l=X µrn with µ = 2 9/X 0 <J)<  I however, t




A better approach is to execute a small number of iterations
(usually one or two) with each element of a sequence
2...,_ t_ .bkh v_AAL",%a.t. ,. w . ^ ti-'. ^ /a f	 ^ R	 ^r_ W4'1 '`^..	 t	 ^ .a	 tit.l	 G^1
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µi = 2 e i /%1 e. g ., 6i = (1 + i/N)/2. The results obtained
by this procedure are generally not inferior ,
 to those obtained by
the standard steepest descent method; moreover we do not run the
risk of oscillating approximations. Tables la and lb exhibit
the solutions obtained by these two methods. Table lb also shows
the oscillation of the coefficient an as described in the pre-
vious section.
A more effective version of the steepest descent method
( [ 61 p. ,608 )
	 is based on the formula
(5.1) xn+l - xn + a 1 r n + a 2Arn +...+ arpAp r 
with
rn = Ax -y
The coefficients a i are determined from the condition that
the functional (Ax,x) - (x,x) be a minimum i.e., the a. satisfy
the system of equations
(5.2) (A j-1 rn , rn ) +	 ak (Aj+k_ lrn , rn )	 0
k=1	 j= 1, ...;p.
This method is more then p times faster then the standard
steepest descent method. In actual computation the sequence
of iterates is somewhat similar to that of an asymptotic series:
while the first few iterates are approaching the solution, the
iterates of higher order usually tend to infinity. The residual
norm r  = 11 Ax  - y 11 shows a similar pattern: at first r 
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to the standard steepest descent method - we cannot expect here
oscillation since xn+l is a linear combination of sever indepen-
dent vectors xn,rn,..., AP- 1 r  and it does not point in ' the direc-
tion of a single eigenvector.) However, it is only approximately
true that the beat approximation (in the sense of uniform norm)
corresponds to the smallest value of II r  11. As a rule we have
several approximations whose residuals are of the same order.
From these we choose according to a predetermined criterion.
E.g., in our numerical experiments the solutions are polynomials,
analytic functions and rational functions with no singularities.
Invariably, the smoothest iterate (^ 10 (x" n ) 2 = min ) furnished
the best (uniform) approximation.
Except for tables la and lb, the term "steepest descent
method" refers to the .iteration defined by formulas	 (5.1) and
(5.2). We found experimentally the value p = 3 yielding the
best results, solving (5.2) by a , simple Gaussian elimination.
A larger value for p would speed up"convergence" so much that
no smooth approximation would be obtained at all.
It is known that the proper choice of the initial approxi- 	 4
mation is essential for success with the steepest descent method.
The choice xo = y yields r o = Axo 
y E X i (X i-1)S yi. Appearently,
the components of r  in the direction of the smaller eigenvalues
are relatively small and the best approximation at the beginning
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The choice x 0 = Ay (or even X 0 a A 
2 y) is still better*
The method of conjugate gradients has some of the character
istics of the steepest descent method, but it is essentially
a direct (finite) method, Consequently, the iterates of higher
order are oscillatory. Nevertheless, the first iterates which
are nonoscillatory do provide in some cases better (uniform)
approximations than those produced by the steepest descent
method. Another advantage of the former is in the relevalAi.;^; Of
double precision procedures which yield results twice as good as
those obtained by single precision procedures. However, the
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AFTER	 5 IIERATICNS 8Y STEEPEST CESCENC
EPRCR NC°RP = C.11e0E-C2
EXACT SCL. NCPM s 0.8017E CC
RESIDUAL NORM = 0.4328E-08
ITERATED SOL. NORM = C.8017E CO
rl (1+s+t) -1•x(t)dt = [ln(' 2+s ) + Zr (1+8)x[1+(l+s)2]-1 ` Y(s)JD 	( +s )	 4
X(t) = (1+t2,1-1	 x0 (t) = ,Y(t)
Table lc
,'^- ^..^	
^ ,dr	 ^	 ^	 p	 ^	 ^	 _	 ,y Y1^ ^f..^,r ,7 ^4^ 	x.^°s!F	 #;, '^^ '^R .`'x,R„•r",,, i` ;°' {
• } J^ ^cr°' ^	 d r}1^^Jy
'a^

















































	 ; ITERATIONS BY CONJLGATE GRACIENT










































EPRCR NORM = C.4-9037E-C2
	
RESIDUAL NORM = 0.3923E-06
E)ACT SCL. KPM s 0.8C11E 00	 ITERATED SOL. NORM = CoSO17E CO
Jo
,(1+s+t) -1 x(t)dt = [ln ?+ ) + n (1+s)][1+(1+s)2]-1= Y(s)
4A77(1+ S)
X(t) = ( I• +t2 ) -1	 x0(t)	 Y(t)
Table id
• ¢	 > x ,lw	 ^	 ^	
.i y,C^ .,^.^ s si	 .b,y , f ^s car,,r,,+*.	 : ¢	 .,,+
ae.,.	 ... .9 ?L..;^4YilY63hi. /^1.^i 5ialw'i7a'{,. Yr.^ ' . YQY	 •l^A}E.O+a	 sv 3dLs...: Y	 'N	 _.. . `{Yx,4z/ ^.Lk+...^s a	 _+^ilay _ ,. et. .,. _.
AFTER 10 ITERATIONS BY STEEPEST DESCEND
r-
T EXACT SOLUTION ITERATED SOL. RESIDUAL.
0• C. -0.034562 -0.8941E-J7
0,025 C.078459 0.059576 -U.5215E-0?
0.050 0.156434 0.150119 -0.3725E-07
0.075 C.233445 0.236676 --0.1490E-07
0.100 C.309017 0.317344 0.7451E-08
0.125 C.382683 0.395378 0.1490E-07
0.150 C.453990 0.469754 0.2235E-U7
0.175 0.522499 0.538346 0.2235E-07
0.200 C.587785 0.603001 0.2235E-07
0.225 0.649448 0.662769 0.2235E-07
0.250 0.707107 0.717418 0.2235E-07
0.275 G.760406 0.767022 0.2235E-U7
0.300 G.809017 0.812638 0.2235E-07
0.325 C.852640 0.851630 0.1490E-07
0.350 0.891007 0.886640 0.7451E-08
0.375 0.923880 0.915953 0.7451E-08
0.400 C.951057 0.940386 0.
0.425 0.972370 0.959309 -0.7451E-08
0.450 0.987688 0.973052 -0.7451E-08
0.475 0.996917 0.981342 - 0.1490E-07
0.500 1.000000 0.983729 -0.1490E-07
0.525 0.996917 0.981887 -0.1863E-07
0.550 G.987688 0.974080 -0.1863E-07
0.575 0.972370 0.961068 -0.1863E-07
0.600 0.951057 0.942667 -0.1863E-07
0.625 0.923880, 0.918254 -0.1118E-07
0.650 0.891OC7 0.890382 -0.2235E-07
0.675 0.852640 0.855517 -0.1118E-07
00700 .0.809017 0.816625 -0.2235E-07
0.725 C.760406 0.771932 -0.1118E-07
0.750 0.707107 0.721187 -0.3725E-0.8
0.775 0.649448 0.666912 -17.3725E=08
0.800 0.587785 0.606960 -0.3725E-08
0.825 0.522499 0.542521 00
00850 0.453991 0.472187 0.3725E-08
00875 0.382683 0.396927 0.1118E-07
0.900 0.309017 0.318741 0.
0.925 0.233445 0.234155 0.3725E-08
0.950 0.156434 0.145129 0.3725E-U8
0.975 0.078459 0.50840 0.1118E-07
10000 00000000 -0.047206 00
ERRCR NORM = 0.140.3E-01
	
RESIDUAL NORM = 0.1943E-07
EXACT SOL. NORM = 0.7071E 00
	
ITERATED SOL. NORM = 0.7070E 00
J40 exp(-st)x(t)dt	 ^rr(1+exp(-s))(s2+Tr2)-1
x(t) = sin(rt)	 xa(t) = t	 t
Table 2a





AFTER 15 ITERATIONS BY CONJUGATE GRADIENT
4






















































































ERRCR NORM = 0.41991--02 	 RESIDUAL NORM = 0.3812E-06
EXACT SOL. NORM = 0.7071E 00
	
ITERATED SOL. NORM = 0.7072E 00
J l exp(-st)x(t)dt = Tr(l +exp(-s)) (s2+n2)-10
x 	 = sin(rrt)	 xo(t) = t-
Table 2b
r'
AFTER 15 ITERATIONS BY CONJUGATE GRADIENT
-,.Wf
t
T EXACT	 SCL I TICN ITERATED SOL. RESIDUAL
0. C. 0*008553 0.41200-08
0.025 C*078459 CoGS0145 #	 0.55920-08
0.050 Ce156434 Ool56977 Oo374OD-09
0.075 C*233445 0.232295 0.2623D-08
0.100 Co309017 0.303284 0.7662D-09
0.125 Co382663 0.378566 -0*4640D-08
00150 C.453990 0.452110 -0-30490-09
0.175 0*522499 Co5V397 -0.4328D-08
0.2UO 6.5877E5 0*587266 -0.60180-08
0.225 Co649448 0*6499i3 -0.2582D-08
0.250 C-70710 0*706623 -0-6019D-08
0.275 C0604C6 Oo761418 -0*5332D-08
0.300 C-809017 OoSI4617 -0*3242D-08
0.325 Co852640 0*856054 -Oo7669D-09
0.350 C*891OC7 01891905 -0.41620-08
0.375 C-923860 0*927474 -0e2061D-08
0.400 0.951057 0.954152 -0*22410-08
0.425 C.972370 0,973202 -0o1331D-08
0.450 C.987668 01988328 -0,6695D-08
0.475 C.996917 0.997249 -0.6157D-08
0.500 1.0000co Is000159 -0.1081D-08
04525 C*996917 0.994917 -0.2186D-08
0.550 C.987688 0.985244 0.684OD-09
0.575 Co972370 0*969738 0.1749D-08
0.600 C*951057, Oe948517 0.2061D-08
0.625 C.923880 0*920113 -0.1252D-08
0.650 C*891007 0.887163 0o3179D-09
0.675 0*852640 Oo849501 0*9876D-09
0.700 C*809017 0e806526 -0.3036D-09
Oo725 0.7604C6 0.760934 0.4937D-09
0.750 C.7071C7 0.709346 0.1740D-08
U.775 C.649448 .0'650499 0,2039D-09
0.800 C.587785 0:589588 0*260OD-08
0.825 C*522499 09526582 Oo3596D-08
0.850 C.453990 0,457236 0.1062D-08
0.875 0*382683 09387114 0.1418D-09
0.900 0009017 Oe308361 0.2413D-08
0.925 Co233445 0*233071 0.2491D-08
0.950 0.156434 0.155436 0.3261D-08
0.975 Co078459 0,076327 091285D-08
10000 06000000 -0.005883 0,20280-08
EPRCR NORP C.2706C-02 RESIDUAL NORM	 0*3093D-08
I
EXACT SOL. NORM =, 0.70710 00	 ITERATED SOIL * NORM = 0.7071D 00
J
1 exp(-st)x(t)dt = Tr(l+exp(-s))(s 2 +rr 2 )-1
01
x (t) = sin (TTt)	 x 0 W = t
Double precision
Table 2c
AFTER	 5 IIEPATIONS EY STEEPEST DESCEND
T EXACT SCLLTICN ITERATED	 SCL,A RESIDUAL
0. c o -C•C37162 -C•3576E-06
O.C25 C.084:9 C.C5795E -C.2757E-C6
G.C50 C.156434 C.149357 -C.2086E-06
6.075 C.233445 [.236392 -C»1565E-06
C.1C0 C.309017 C.316276 -0.8941E-07
C.1,5 C.3826E3 C.3964E5 -0.5215E-07
0.15C C.45399C 0.470353 -0.7451E- C8
0.175 C.522^99 0.539462 C.2235E-07
0.2C0 C.5877E5 0.6041C8 C.5215E-07
0.2,25 Ca649AAS C.663498 0.8196E-07
0.250 C.70710 0.718169 0.1043E-06
0.275 C.76C4C6 C•767612 C1192E-06
0.3C0 C.EO9017 6.812775 0.1341E-06
0.325 C.852640 6.852529 0.1416E-06
0.350 C.89100 0.886467 0.1416E-06
0.375 C.9238EC 0.915553 0.1.490E°06
0.4C0 C.951050-7 C.939994 0.1565E-06
0.425 C.972370 C.9566C5 0.1565E-06
0.45[ C.9876E8 0.972040 Co 1490E--06
0.475 C .996917 0.980629 C.1416E-06
0.5[0 1.COCOCO 0.983187 0.1378E-06
0.525 [.996917 09981113 0.1304E-06
0.550 C.9876E8 0.973264 0.1229E-06
0.575 C.972310 0.960433 0.1080E-06
0.6CO C•951057 0.942051 C.1006E-06
0.625 C.9238E0 0.918159 0.8941E-07
0.650 C.89100 0.e901C1 0.6706E-07
0.675 C.852640 0.855454 C.5568E-07
0.7C0 C.Q09017 C.6166E9 0.2608E-07
0.725 C.76C4C6 0.772041 0.1118E-07
0.750 C.707107 0.7.22.253 -0.3725E-08
0.775 C.649448 C.6675C5 -0.3353E-07
0.8[0 C.5817e5 9.607560 -C.5960E--07
0.825 C.522499 x.543141 -0.8941E-07
0.850 C.453991 C:472847 -0.1155E-06
0.675 C.3826E3 [.397946 -0.1453E-06
0.9[0 C.309017 Cr31E624 -0.1937E-06
0.925 C.233445 0.234015 -0.2272E-06
0.9:0 C.156434 0.144599 -0.2662E-06
0.975 C.C7E459 C.05C096 -0.3092E-06
LOCO C.G00000 -C.C48607 -0.3576E-06
z
ENRCR NCRN = C.1471E-C1
	
RESIDUAL NORM s 0.1478E-06
EXACT SCL. NCRM = 0.7071E 00
	
ITERATEC SOL• NORM a C.7070E 00
J
1 e
-stx(t)dt = n(l+e s) (s 2 +Tr 2 ) -1 = Y(s)0
x(t) = sin(Trt) x0 W Y(.0
Table 2d
n
^	 r^ r S^ .y.^}A 4^^..	 `pie.: ►; r',' aw R'"'p'	
:tr
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EXACT SCL. nCPµ = 0.7C71E 00	 ITERATED SOL. NORM = C.7072E 00
co
 a-stx (t) dt = rr (l+e S•) (a2 +,rr 2
 ) -1 = y(s)
x(t) = sin(Trt)	 x0(t) = y(t) .
Table 2e
AFTER	 5 ITERATIONS BY STEEPEST DESCEND
AT1-
T EXACT SCLUTION ITERATED SOL. RESIDUAL
0. 1.000000 0.987169 0.5588E-07
0.025 0,952381 00950110 0.3725E,-07
01050 00909091 0,912321 0.22 5E-U7
0.075 0.869565 0.871074 0.2609E-07
01100 G.833333 0.837341 0.7451,E-08
01125 00800000 0.804248 0.
0.150 0.769231 0.773260
-0.7451E-08
0.175 C.740741 0044298 -0.1118E-07
0.200 C.714286 0:713739 -0.7451E-08
0.225 0.689655 0.690370 -0.1863E-07
0.250 0.666667 0.667022 -0.2235E-07
0.275 0.645161 0.644453 -0.2235E-07
0.300 0.625000 0.623165 -0.2608E-07
0,325 0.606061 0.601213 -0.1863E-07
0.350 0.588235 0.583111 --0.1863E-07
0.375 0.571429 0.567248 -0.2235E-07
0.400 0.555556 0.551971 -0.2235E-07
0.425 0.540541 0.537749 -0.2235E-07
0.450 0.526316 0.520483 -0.1118E-07
0.475 0.512821 0.510403 -0.1863E-07
0.500 00500000 0.499006 -0.1863E-07
0.525 0.487805 0.487280 -0.1490E-07
0.550 0.476190 0.476035 -0.1118E-07
0.575 0.465116 0.465418 -0.7451E-08
0.600 0.454545 0.455686 -0,7451E-08
06625 0.444444. 0.447332 -0.7451E-08
0.650 0.434783 0.439149 -0.7451E-08
0.675 0.425532 0.430060 -0.3725E-08
U.700 0.416667 0.417984 0.7451E-08
0.725 0.408163 0..411600 0.3725E-08
0.750 00400000 0:404986 0.3725E-U8
0.775 0.392157 0.394788 0.1118E`-07
0.800 0.3846.15 0.389086 0.7451E-08
0.825 0.377358 0.380049 0.1304E-07
0.850 0.370370 0.371947 0.1863E-07
0.875 0.363636 '0.364966 0.1676E-07
0.900 0.357143 0.358678 0.1490E-07
0.925 0.350877 0.348698 0.2235E-07
0.950 0.344828 0.340073 0.2608E-07
0.975 0.338983 0.332395 0.2794E-07
1,0000 0.333333 0.324663 0.2794E-07
ERROR NORM = 0.3494E-02
	
RESIDUAL NORM w 0.1854E-07
EXACT SCL. NORM = 0.5774E 00
	
ITERATED SOL. NORM = 0.5774E 00
r1 (1+s+t) -1 x( .t)dt = ( ln3+ln ( l+s) - In(2 +s)) • (2s+1)-1
^b
x(t) = ( 1+2t) -1 	x0(t)	 -t
Table 3a
'	 E ^^,'h►' ^i.^ridi`a:^`•Y^, A,S}^. ^.. r.,^y,}R-,d•^w ^;."'w"+s^_._^ 	 .. o.....	
F
^M1i^^....pft'	 tia , i .a^.a ^ - ..R I.yyc.	 ^=.. fiil^^nlf.Sl^
t	 T EXACT SCLLTICN ITERATED	 SCL.. RESIDUAL
00 I.COCOCC C.99E266 0.3725E-08
G.025 C oSS23E I CoSS3670 -0.3725E--08
0005C C09090'S1 C.914420 -C.7451E-08
00015 C.869565 C.86480 C.3725E-08
011CG C •E333?3 C.832835 -C.3725E-08
0.125 C•@OCOCC CoOOC218 -0.3725E-08
0.150 0.769231 C4769975 -0.3725E-Oe
0.115 C.74C741 0.744678 -0.7451E-08
0.2CO C0142E6 0007735 0.3725E-08
0.225 C0689655 00690517 -0.3725E-08
0.2110 0.666667 0.67C728 -0.7451E-08
0.275 0.645161 C.648722 -0.7451E-08
0.340 C.625000 C.625326 -0.3725E-08
0.325 C0606061 0.600637 0.3725E-08
0.390 0.588235 C.585875 00
0.375 0.571429 C.569477 00
0.400 CO555556 00556730 -0.3725E-08
0.425 C.94C541 'C.541525 -0.3725E-08
0.450 C.526316 C.52C222 0.3725E-08
0.475 C6512821 CoSI1638 00
0.500 C.500000 C.502190 -0,.3725E-08
0.525 C04878C5 0.409625 -0.3725E-08
0.5 1; 0 C .476150 0,.477166 -0.3725E-0E
0.575 C.465116 0.463661 00
0.6c0 C.454545 0.456566 -0.3725E-08
0.625 0.444444 0.446570 -0.3725E-08
U.650 (.434783 0.437450 -0.372SE-08
01675 0.425532 0.428332 -0.372SE-08
0.7CO 0.416667 0.4127C6 0.3725E-08
0.725 0.408163 0.407438 0.
0.790 C.4000CO 00401885 -0.3725E-08
0.775 C.392157 0.390411	 i 00
0.800 C.384615 .0.386392 -0.37.25E-08
0.825 0.377358 C.376725 00
0.8 11 0 0.370370 0.369274 0.
0.875 C.363636 C.364267 -0.1863E-08
0.900 00357143 06361566 -0.5Se8E-08
0.925 C.350877 0.350170 -0.1863E-08
0.9:0 C.344828 C.3429C2 00
00975 C.3,389E3 0.337571 0.




AFTER 1C ITERATIONS BY STEEPEST CESCENC
EPRCR NORP = 0.2674E-C2	 RESIDUAL NORM= 0.3690E-08
EXACT SCL. KFM = 0.5774E CC	 ITERATED SOL. NORM : C.5774E CO
T
1 ( 1+8+t) -1 x(t)dt = [ln3+ln(s+1 )J (2s+1)_l = Y(8)
0
x(t)  =(1+2t) -1	xo(t) = Y(t)
Table 3b
AFTER	 5 ITERATIONS BY CONJUGATE GRADIENT
I
TU.0.0250.0500.0750.1000.1250.1500.1750,2000.2250.2500.2750.3000.3250.3500.3750.4000.4250.4500.4750.5000.5250.5500.5750.6000.6250,6500.6750,7000.7250.7500.7750.8000.8250.8500.8750.9000.9250.9500.9751.000
EXACT SCLUTION ITERATED SOL. RESIDUAL








































ERRCR NORM = 0.1531E-02 	 RESIDUAL NORM = 0.1206E-06
EXACT SCL. NORM s 0.,5774E 00	 ITERATED SOL. NORM = 0.5773E 00
l
J (1+8+t)- 1 x(t)dt = (ln3+ln(l+s) - ln(2+s)) • ( 2s+1),lo
x (t) = (1+
2t) -1 xo(t) = 0
Table 3c
t3 \
AFIEP	 5 LTERA71ONS OY CONJUGATE GRACIENT
I
T EXACT	 SCLtT ICI ITERATED	 SCI.. RESICLAL
0. I.COCOCO 06998360 0.339CE-06
C.C25 C.9523E1 C.952777 0.2943E-06
O C50 C0909051 C.91C4C1 C.2608E-06
0.C75 C.E69565 0.868332 C.2384E-06
001CG C.e33313 0.833365 0.2086E-06
G.125 C.80CCCC CoSOC406 C.1788E-06
0.150 C .764231 C.77CO71 0.1,490E-06
01115 C.74041 0.741735 C.1267E-06
0.2CC C.7142E6 C.712612 0.1155E-06
0.225 C.689655 0.6898e6 0.8941E-07
0.250 C.666667 C.E67132 C.6333E-07
0.275 C.6451E 1 0.645413 C.4843E-07
C 3CO C.6250CC 0.624861 0.2Q8CE-07
0.325 C.E060E1 C.604932 0.2235E-07
0.3;0 C.5E8235 C.587143 0.3725E-08
0.375 0.571429 C.971319 -0.1118E-07
0.4CO (0555556 C.591175 -0.2608E--07
0.425 CO54C541 C.54C925 -0.3725E-07
004:0 C.526316 C.524972 -0.4470E-07
0.475 C.'S1s'8s1 C.912882 -0.6333E-07
011500 CO500000 0,500024 -0.7823E-07
0.325 C.4878C5 C.487953 -0.8196E-07
0.550 0.476150 C.476377	 k -0.9606E-07
01515 C1465116 C.464327 -0.9686E-07
0.600 C4454545 C.4547C8 -0.10e0E-06
01625 0.444444 C.444981 -0.1229E-06
0.650 C.4347E3 C.435728 -0.1304E-06
00675 C.425532 C.426355 -0.1378E-06
0.7CO C.414667 C.416293 -0.1378E-06
0.725 C.4081E3 C.403763 -0.1490E-06
0.760 C.400000 0.400641 -0.156SE-06
0.775 C.3921R7 C.391959 -0.1602E-06
G. eC0 C .384115 C.384942 -0..1676E-06
01825 C.371358 C.377732 -0.1714E-06
0.8;0 C.37C37C 0.369956 -0.1751E-06
0.875 C.363636 C.363891 -0.1825E-06
0.900 0.357143 C*358544 -0.1919E-06
0.925 C.350877 0.3506C4 -0.1900E-06
00950 C.3448208 C.343871 -0.1919E-06
0.575 C.3389e3 0.338263 -0.1993E-06
1.000 C.333333 0.332672 -0.2030E-06
t
EPRCR NC3RP z C.1044E-C3	 RESIDUAL NORM : 0.1495E-06
EXACT SCL. NCAk = 0.5774E CC	 ITERATED SO1. NORM = C.5774E 00




,x(t) _ (1±2t) -1
	x0 (t) : Y(t)
Tabla - 3d
AFTER
	 5 ITERATIONS BY STEEPEST UESCENU
i
T EXACT SOLUTION ITERATED SOL. RESIDUAL
00 10000000 0.950989 0.9835E-06
0»025 1.051271 1.023810 0.7749E-U6
0.050 1.in5171 1.090256 0.6557E-06
0.075 1.161834 10170301 0.5066E-U6
00100 1.221403 1.231767 0.3874E- 06
0.125 1.284025 1.304048 0.2086E-06
'	 0.150 1.349859 1.373659 0.1192E-U6
0.175 1.419068 1.438848 U.
0.200 1.491825 1.513541 -0.1192E-06
0.225 1.568312 1.586752 -0.1788E-06
0.250 1.648721 1.662407 -0.2682E-06
0.275 1.133253 1.741382 -0.3278E-06
0.300 1.822119 1:824536 -0.3874E-06
0.325 1.915541 1.916452 -0.4172E-U6
0.350 2.013753 2.005602 -0.4470E-06
0.375 29117000 2.107799 -0.5066E-06
0.400 29225541 2.209036 -0.4768E-06
0.425 2.339647 29323191 -0.5066E-06
0.450 2.459603 2.444460 -0.5364E-06
0.475 2.585710 2.565025 -0.5066E-06
00500 2.718282 2.701992 -0.5066E-06
0.525 2.857651 2.833919 -0.4470E-06
00550 3.004166 2.987274 -0.4172E-06
0.575 3.158193 3.144352 -0.3874E-06
0.600 3.320117 3.306120 -,.3278E-06
0..625 39490343, 3.481065 -0.2980E-06
0.650 3.669297 3.665736 ",	 -0.2384E-06
0.675 3.857426 3.859337 -0.1788E-06
0.700 4.055200 4.063477 -0.8941E-07
0.725 4.263114 4.276669 -0.5960E-07
0.750 4.481689 4.499338 0.2980E-07
0 * 775 4.711470 4.734928 0.1043E-06
0.800 4.953032 4:976761 0.1639E-06
0.825 5.206980 5.231727 0.2533E-06
00850 5.47,3947 5.499043 0.3278E -06
01875 5.754603 5.773236 0.4023E-06
00900 6e049647 6.064326 0.4768E-06
0.925 6.359819 6.363456 0.5662E-06
00950 6,685894 6.672333 0.6557E-06
09975 7.J28687 6.993561 0.7153E-06
10000 7.389056 7. X9735 0.7749E-06
y
ERROR NORM = 0.1871E-01
	
RESIDUAL NORM = 0.4239E-06
EXACT SOL. NORM = 0.3661E 01
	
ITERATED SOL. NORM = 0.366`lE 01
flexp(-st)x(t)dt = [exp(2-s)-l](2-s)- 1 = Y(s)a
x(t) = exp(2t)	 x0 (t) = y(t)
Table 4a
i s %	 E ^ s „+^'^ y+ir art ,t e'.;"A All".
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AFTER 15 ITERATIONS BY CONJUGATE GRADIENT
ow
I
T EXACT SOLUTION ITERATED SQL. RESIDUAL
0. 1.000000 1.000020 -0.5960E-07
0.025 1.051271 10111297 -0.8941E-07
0.050 1.105171 1.014121 -0.5960E-07
0.075 1.161834 1.210845 -0.1490EF-06
0.100 1.221403 1.124544 -0.8941E-07
0.125 1.284025 1.292979 -0.1788E-06
00150 1 . 349859 1.325212 -0.1490E-U6
0.175 1.419068 1.386173 -0.1788E-06
0.200 1.491825 1.481047 -0.2O86E-06
0.225 1.568312 1.557698 -0.1788E-06
0.250 1.648721 1.599505 -0.1788E-06
0.275 1.733253 1.744027 -0.2086E-06
0.300 1.822119 1.821549 -0.1788E-06
0•.325 1.915541 1.913860 -0.2086E-06
0.350 2.013753 1.946898 -0.1788E-06
x0375 2.117000 2.178560 -0.2384E-06
0.400 2.225541 2.140462 -0.2086E-06
0.425 2.339647 •2.333626 -0.2086E-06
0..450 2.459603 2.508983 -0.2384E-06
0.475 2.585710 29662900 -0.2384E-06
0.500 2018282 2.797174 -0.2384E-06
0.525 2.857651 2.866102 -0.1788E-06
0.550 3.004166 3.013337 -0.2086E-06
00575 3.158193 3.109742 -0.2086E-06
0.600 3.320117 3.276696 -0.1788E-06
0.625 3.490343. 3.485498 -0.2086E-06
09650 3.669297 3.644044 -0.1788E-06.
0.675 3.857426 3:848406 -0.1490E-06
0000 4.055200 4.008420 1-0.1490E-06
0.725 4.263114 4.295977 -0.1490E-06
0.750 4.481689 4.431120 -0.104.3E-06
0.775 4.711470 4*701271 -0.8941E'-07
0.800 4.953032 4..946289 -0.74.51E-07
0.825 5.206980 5.179943 -0.2980E-OZ
0.850 5.473947 5.460063 -0.1490E-07
0.875 5.754603 5.742625 0.2980E-07
00900 6.049647 6.057471 0.7451E-07
0.925 6.359819 6,375849 0.1043E-06
0.950 6.685894 6.664310 0.1639E-06
0.975 7.028687 7.038487 0.2235E-06
11000 7.389056 7.417353 0.2682E-06
ERROR NORM = 0.3932E-01 RESIDUAL NORM = 0.1711E-06
EXACT SOL. NORM s 0.3661E 01 ITERATED SOL. NORM s 0.3661E 01
1
1 exp(-st)x(t)dt	 [exp(2-s)-1] (2-8)	 = Y(s)
Jo
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AFTER 25 ITERATIONS BY CCNJUGATE GRADIENT
T EXACT SOLUTION ITERATED SOL. RESIDUAL
00 1.0000Cu 1.054028 -0.1729E-05
0.025 1.05.1271 1.070571 -0,1401E-05
0.050 1.105171 1.125671 --0.1103E-05
0.075 1.161834 1.150167 -0.8941E-06
0.100 1.2214C3 1.220460 -0.6855E-06
0.125 1.284025 1.263295 -0.5066E-06
0.150 1.349859 1.332290 -0.3278E-06
0.175 1.419068 1.403121 -0.2086E-06
0.200 1.491825 1.475434 -0.8941E-07
0.225 1.56832 1.555024 0.
0.250 1.648721 1.644672 0.8941E-07
0.275 1.733253 1.725375 0.1192E-06
0.300 1.822119 108200:38 0.1788E-06
0.325 10915541 1.917790 0.2086E-06
0.350 2.013753 2.029152 0.2384E--06
0.375 2.117000 2.117999 0.2086E-06
0.400 2.225541 2.248912 0.2384E-06
0.425 2.339647 .2.353317 0.2086E-06
0.450 2.459603 2.467240 0.1788E-06
0.475 2.585710 2.589263 0.1490E-06
0.500 2018282 2.721318 0.1192E-06
0.525 2.857651 2.868656 0.8941E-07
0.550 3.004166 3.013575 0.2980E-07
0.575 3.158193 3.166223 -0.2980E-07
0.600 3.320117 3.331997 -0.5960E-07
0.625 3.490343, 39493902 r-0.1490E-06
0.650 3.669297 3.672653	 ", -0.1788E-06
0.675 3.857426 3.855883 -0.2384E-06
00700 4.055200 4.056486 -0.2980E-06
0.725 4.263114 4.251178 -0.3576E-06
0.750 4.481689 4.479546 -0.3874E-06
09775 497114.70 4.702878 -0.4619E-06
0.800 4.953032 4.943784 -0.5215E-06
0.825 5.206980 5.200781 -0.5364E-06
0.850 5.473947 5.467219 -0.5811E-06
0.875 5.754603 5.749951 -0.6109E-06
00900 6.049647 6.044646 -0.6258E-06
0.925 6.359819 6.3,58051 -0.6706E-06
0.950 6.685894 6.692924 -0.6706E-06
0.975 7.028687 7.036841 -0.6706E-06
1+.000 7.389056 7.391184 -0.6706E-06
.{
s
ERROR NORM = 0.1165E-01
	
RESIDUAL NORM s 0.5145E-06
EXACT SOL. NORM = 0.3661E 01
	
ITERATED SOL. NORM = 0.3660E 01
J1
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